Sept. 6—The disaster which all of us in Houston and in large parts of Texas and Louisiana lived through, and are still living through, was not the result of a natural disaster. It was because the quality of leadership which Lyndon and Helga LaRouche and the LaRouche movement represent, was not heeded.

The headline on the Hamiltonian which we are distributing in New York and Houston—“Wall Street Created Hurricane Harvey Castastrophe”—is right.

My husband, Brian Lantz, pointed out an article in the Dallas Morning News which quoted Harris County’s former flood control director, Arthur Storey. Although this man probably saved my house and the houses of many of the members of the LaRouche movement in this area of Houston because of his flood control work in the 1990’s, he courageously admitted in the article that he had failed to do what was necessary.

The story reports on a proposal from the 1990’s to build a channel under the freeway to carry off floodwater which was too much to be handled by the Buffalo Bayou alone—a channel which was never built! Many of the homes in west Houston which are now being flooded, would not have been flooded if this project had been built twenty years ago.

The article quoted Arthur Storey saying, “My embarrassment was that I knew this was going to happen. And I was not smart enough, or bold enough, to fight the system, to fight the politics and stop it.”

If we are to change our policies so that this kind of catastrophe does not continue to happen, we require the leadership which is smart enough and bold enough. This kind of thing is on people’s minds now: that this was not just a “natural catastrophe”—that it didn’t have to happen.
That’s why you need EIR’s Daily Alert Service, a strategic overview compiled with the input of Lyndon LaRouche, and delivered to your email 5 days a week.

The election of Donald Trump to the Presidency of the Untied States has launched a new global era whose character has yet to be determined. The Obama-Clinton drive toward confrontation with Russia has been disrupted—but what will come next?

Over the next weeks and months there will be a pitched battle to determine the course of the Trump Administration. Will it pursue policies of cooperation with Russia and China in the New Silk Road, as the President-Elect has given some signs of? Will it follow through against Wall Street with Glass-Steagall?

The opposition to these policies will be fierce. If there is to be a positive outcome to this battle, an informed citizenry must do its part—intervening, educating, inspiring. That’s why you need the EIR Daily Alert more than ever.